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NARRATOR:

Antarctica°°° undisturbed since the beginning of

time°    Its very existence ÿ.nknown for ages.

SLED WITH
DOG TEAM

oo6 Todeÿy tlhings have cbangedÿ ÿb the beginning of

the century the Antarctic bece, me accessible to

man and eÿp!orers csme doom to plant their flags

oveÿ slices oÿ the nÿz continent°

OLD PRINTS
IJ]WSILTEL OF

EARLY E]tl)LORATIONS
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o16 In 1959ÿ twelve nations signed a treaty: 'the

Antarctic Treaty° It provided thatÿ for the neÿt

thirty yearsÿ this entire continent would be

' useÿ by all of maÿ.imdÿ but oÿly for scientific

and peaheful endeÿvoUrSo
k
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MEN ALIGHTING
FROM PLANE

028 Seientists from the world over have been floekz'ÿoj

there ever simceooo geologistsÿ biologistsÿ

oceanographers°°° 9%ÿere is no science which

doesn't discover here new fields of research°

,ÿATHER BALLOON
LAUNCH
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SOVIET ÿ
AMERICAN
METEOROLOGISTS

ENTRANCE TO
ANTARCTIC  STATION

o51
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Keeping track of atmospheric conditions here is

crucial°°° Antarctic weather affects the climate

not only .of the Southern hemisphere but also that

of the rest of the world°

This mÿ-Jÿn is a Soviet meteorologist°°° bÿb he

worked for a year with the 9mlericans sk, one of

their bases° Exchange scientists from all over

the world work together at the stations

maintained Vÿon the J.ceÿ' by the signatory members

of the Antarctic Treaty°°° the first treaty ever

designed to internationalize part of the world

and dedicate it to a!l of mankind°

SOVIET  SCIENTIST
INTERVIÿ

073 (ON CAMERA)

"Antarctica is good exa.m<ÿle of such kind of
cooperation in scient.ÿfic fields and not only
thatÿ but sure]S}" people can work together and
they work together and "they a, re ÿrorking nowÿ



SHELTER ON
FROZEN Sÿ

SCIENTISTS
OBSERVING
TV MONITORS
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On sea ice at the foot of Mount ÿMrebus ÿ "the

only active volcano below€ th.e Southern pols.r

circleÿ biologists use specially designed

uÿder]¢ater television equipment to study the

Weddel sealo0o a mammal noted for its ability to

dive do",.m to 2000 feet below the surf:ace°

In comÿrg'st ÿ..ÿith the barren Antarcticÿ the

waters of:the ocean which surrounds it are

teeming with life0

(ON CAÿ/ÿ,RA)

"23ÿ06o°o the pup leaves this position in the
tide crack at this stage°    A little but akward
in its swimming°    Nowÿ it's swiÿning over to
join its mother°   blcÿ-;'s a few bubbles°°°

manoeuvering towards the camera and sts, rts
nuzzling with its mother°
- They' re playful° o.
- Look at. that°°° they are°°° she's tickling

him.°° a very friendly little pup.    How are youÿ
ehg"

SCIENTIST
PETTING SEALS

120 Flinty eyes are already fixed on the seals with

the idea of harvesting them° But the important

thing is to msÿe sure thmt the species is not

ends,ÿ£ÿ'rÿ(, ,-. 7,{.ÿ ÿo :<'ÿ.ÿ}:' others have been -

th'rougf: ovÿ:r..,.,;,.ÿ,ÿ_.uibationo



Mi CROWAVE IÿIT.%ÿtÿNA     130 Here in the ÿ.tarcticÿ scientists fouud an ideal

location to discover new facts about our ÿ¢orldo

AC CELIÿffÿ@ÿTED                           135
..ffl]R OP, A  PATTERNS

Some observe amroras and listen with rapture

to stramge and ÿysterious radio noises from

oÿAÿ; er space°

SCIENTISTS  OBSERVING
INSTÿDÿENTS

14o Others study the inter-relation between our oÿ,ÿn

geomagnetic field aud radiations Ikÿom distant

galaxies°

MEN  GOING  DOWN                    145
IiÿIÿ0 ICE CAVE

Many international research projects have been

launched in the years since the Antarctic Treaty°

How thick is the icecap? Which are its charac-

teristics at various levels?

DRILLING  THROUGH             154
ICE CAP

Two teams - one Swiss and one American - are

drilling down through the ice° Ground level is

over 7ÿ000 feet below°

(ON C RA)

EXC}ÿNGE  BETÿEN             169
TWO  SCIENTISTS

- "The purpose of the hole is to provide cores
for analysis - the ice sheets are formed by a
continual accumulation of snoÿ¢fall and they
provide ssmples of the earth's s:tmosphere in
past time."
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- "We take out of the air the carbom dioxide sÿnd
a part of this carbon dioxide is carbon 14ÿ
radioactive carbonÿ a very ®mall part and the

i,
paÿ; indicates the age of the ice°

- "The minimal age is probably in the
neighborhood of 50ÿ000 years - it could be much
older than that o"

"l%hink it could be 2009000 years oldo oo or

more o
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EÿCAPÿ, IÿA'TCH
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(RUSS:   SCI m'ZS ,o Vo Oo )

"Oÿr relatioms is good relations°°° People all

over the world can see this "ÿ,ronderful example of'

international cooperation and there msÿ in  ÿ

worldÿ one eotm%ry ÿ,fhere there is no .border

there is no - never has been and never will be oo

war° It is very wonderful..."

MAN WALKING
INWHITEOUT
STORM

199 The example that has been set and achieved here

since the Antarctic Treaty twenty years agoÿ

provides a pattern that the rest of the world

could well follow°
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